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MEMORANDUM FOR CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

Acting Director
SUBJRCT:

Thrift Bulletin on Interest-Rate Risk Appeals, Certification, and
Petitioning Processes

Your comment is requested on the attached proposed Thrift Bulletin on the
appeals, certification, and petitioning processes for the interest-rate risk component of the risk-based capital requirement. This proposed Bulletin was developed pursuant to the final interest-rate risk rule of August 31,1993, which
stated that the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) “intends to establish an
appeals process” to ensure that the IRR component is applied in a fair and equitable manner. (The proposed Bulletin will not appear in the Federul Register.)
The Federal Reserve Board, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation have published proposed rules to
incorporate interest-rate risk components in the risk-based capital requirements
of commercial banks and expect to finalize these rules during the next year.
Once the banking agencies’ regulations are finalized, all Federally-insured
financial institutions will be subject to an interest-rate risk capital requirement.

Attachment

Office of Thrift Supervision
Departmentof the Treasury
17W G Sartr.N.W.. W&ii.

D.C 20552 l (202) 9064ooo

Request for Comment on Appeals, Certif~catfon. and Petitioning Processes for
the Interest-Rate Risk Component of the Risk-Based Capital Rule
oTssaak5co mmenton theattached proposedThrift Bulletin on the appeals,certification, and petitioning processes for the interest-rate risk component of the risk-based capital rule. This proposed Bulletin describes when an institution can (1) appeal its component and the criteria for an acceptable
appeal; (2) apply for the abbreviated certification process; or (3) petition to change the methodology
used in the OTS interest-rate risk model.
Dates: Comments must be received on or before September 15,1994.

Addressss: Sand comments to Director, Information Services Division, Public Affairs, Office of Thrift
Supervision, 1700 G Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20552, Attention Docket 94-149. These submissions
may be hand submitted to 1700 G Street N.W., from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. on business days or they may be
sent by facsimile transmission to (202) 906-7755. Submissions must be receive by 5 P.M. on the day
they are due in order to be considered by the OTS. Late-filed, misaddressed or misidentified submissions will not be considered. Comments will be available for inspection at 1700 G Street, N.W., from
lzo0 P.M. until 4%lOPM. on business days. Visitors will be escorted to and from the Public Reading
Room at established intervals.
ForFurfherln/omrntion
Contact: Bob Kazdm, Senior Project Manager, (202) 90&5759; Ed Irmler, Senior
Project Manager, (202) 906-5730; or Anthony G. Comyn, Deputy Assistant Director for Policy, (202) 906
5727.
Request for Comment
while OTS is interested ln receiving comments on all aspects of the proposed Thrift Bulletin, corn.
ment is specifically invited on the following issues:
(1) Aside from an abbreviated certification process that would be available to certaii highly capitalized instihrtiow, OTS is proposing initially to accept and process appeals only from institutions most adversely affected by the interest-rate risk component; that is, only those
institutions that move to a lower Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) category as a result of the imposition of an interest-rate risk (IRR) component would be permitted to appeal. Is this limitation too strict? If so, how should it be modified?
(2) An institution is given six months after the end of the quarter on which the appealed IRR component is based to submit an appeal. Also, CYlShas sixty days to review an appeal once an institution’s record is deemed complete. Are the timetables for submission and review of an
appeal reasonable?
(3) Are the certification standards required of highly capitalized institutions wishing to rely on
their own IRR models sufficient and appropriate?
Paperwork Reduction Act
The proposed Thrift Bulletin provides guidance for submission of an appeal of an institution’s
interest-rate risk component. Institutions that submit an appeal will be required to do so using OTS
Form 1586 (see Attachment), which is currently being reviewed for approval by the Office of Management and Budget.
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Appeals, Certification, and Petitioning Processes for
Interest-Rate Risk Component of the Risk-Based
Capital Rule
Sumrn~ly:
This
Bulletin describes when an institution can (1) a peal an interest-rate risk component and the crifa-

da for an acce table appeal; (2) apply for the abbreviated certl.FIcation process; or (3) petition to change the methodology in the 8 TS interest-rate risk model.
For Further lnfonnation Contact: Risk
Management Division, Office of
Thrift Supervision,
Washington,
DC., (202) 9064861.

A. The Appeals Process

2?1# Bulletin _
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Background

would move to a lower Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) category as a
result of the imposition of the interest-rate risk component. This criferion is designed to limit use of the
appeals process to those institutions
that are most adversely affected by
the interest-rate risk component and
to minimize the cost of processing
appeals. To determine whether an
institution moves to a lower PCA
category, the institution should calculate its risk-based capital ratio
based on the credit risk component
fmm its most recent Thrift Financial
Report, with and without the
appealed lRR component.

On August 31, 1993, the Office of
Thrift Supervision (OTS) issued it3
final rule concerning the inferesfrate risk component of the riskbased capital requirement (the “IRR
component”). Ihe preamble of the
fml rule states that OTS will rovide for the establishment o P an
Z%rn~Z
Lj”GyZ
and equitable manner.

?a’
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7his Bulletin establishes three methods by which savings associations
.may obtain authorization to deviate
from the interest-rate risk methodology rescribed and currently in use
by 8 TS. First, an institution may
appeal its lRR component using the
described
procedures
2X5!
Second, an abbreviated
certification process is available for
certain highly capitalized institutions. This certification recess may
result in authorization Por the institution to calculate its own interestrate risk component for regulatory
purposes. Final1
an institution
may petition 0 w to change the
methodology
used in the OTS
moael.

cHicstilhriftsuprvirion

institution’s
IRR component.
For instance, Schedule CMR collects a single weighted average
remaining maturity for all government securities. Their individual
remaining
maturities
may range from one month to
twenty years or more. By collecting information separately
on short-term and long-term
securities, a more accurate valuation of these securities could
result.

Grounds@ Filing and Approving an
Appenl
yJ;$p.&;y;o;

x$=;;

In general, an appeal will be
approved only in those circumstances in which the institution can
show the accuracy of OTS’s estimate
of its lRR exposure can be significantly improved through the use of
(1) more refined data or (2) more
appropriate assumptions than those
used in the OTS Net Portfolio Value
(NPV) Model. Below are examples
of some reasons for approving an
appeal:
e ation of data on
MR results in a
significant misestimate of the

2.

The limitations of Schedule
CMR prevent an institution
from reporting additional information on existing assets, liabilities, or off-balance-sheet contracts that, if taken into account
by the OTS Model, would likely
result in a more precise estimate
of the institution’s IRR exposure. For instance, Schedule
CMR does not collect information about interest-rate floors on
multifamily and nonresidential
mortgages. Thus, an institution
that owns significant amounts
of such mortgages could have
its interest-rate sensitivity misestimated.

3.

The institution provides compelling statistical evidence that
demonstrates that the attrition

rates used by the OTS Model
misestimate
the
significantly
interest-rate sensitivity
of the
_ institution’s retail deposits.
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The institutkm provii%

compelling statistical evidence that
the prepayment performance of
its mart ge portfolio justifies
the use 0 repayment estimates
different ?mm
those used by
0-E.

OTS believes that the regulatory
capital requirements for interestrate risk.should be basad on a uniform measurement standard that
applies to all institutions on a consistent basis. For this reason. certain
fundamental assumptions on which
the NPV Model is based will not be
subject to appeal.

For exam le. the Model defines Net
Portfolio b alue to include the economic value of existin assets, liabilities, and off-balances La t contracts;
it excludes “franchise value” associated with potmtial future business
that has Mt yet been booked.
Ap eals based on the premise that
c! future business should be
%uded
in the OTS deftition
of
Net Portfolio Value will not be
accepted for review. Sbnilarl , OTS
determine an institution’s IRf;
portent based on the specific k=e&-rate scenarios specified in the
C$Fgti
re ulation (12 CFR Part
S6! 3). An appeal that is
bas;rd on different interest-rate scenarios will not be acceptable.
Processfor &waling RR Componmt
If an institution
believes it meats the criteria
described in the section, “Grounds
for Filing and Approvin
an
Appeal,” it may file an appea k of its
IRR corn onent. The appeal should
contaii tRe following elements:

Qnk&&&&

1.

A completed IYIS Form 1586
(see attached) that identifies the

rel’bvant’ lteixes~~

Ll’&~‘,~.un’.~~h~~~
not meet the grounds

-

The institution should racalculate its IRR component using its
own estimates for the line items
being appealed.
2.

for submission, the IRR Appeals Committee
will rehan the appeal to the a plirant with an explanation of w Ky it
has been returned, including a
description of additional informatkm needed by the lRR Appeals
Committee to consider the appeal. If
the institution does not resubmit its
appeal with the requested information within the time frame defined
above in the “When to File” section,
the appeal will be considered withdrawn. Under extenuatin
circumstances, the IRR Appeals P ommittee
may grant an extension.

For each line item identified in
07S pornl1586, the instilution
must provide an explanation of
why its estimates should be
used in place of Ol?% estimales. lhe explanation must
include a thorough description
of the titih~tion’s method of
alculation, data inputs, and relevant assumptions.

v.
Appeals should be
sent to: IRR Appeals Committee,
Division,
Corporate
Activities
Applications Filing Room, Office of
Thrift Supervision, I700 G Street,
NW, Washington, D.C. ZOSSZ. A
copy of the appeal should also be
sent to the Regional Director in the
appropriate Regional Office.

If the record is complete and
grounds for an ap eal are acceptable,theIRR Appea Ps Committee will
notify the mstitution and will
reviaw the appeal to determine
whether to approve or deny it.
The IRR Ap eals Committee will
have sixty (68) calendar days fmm
the date that the appeal record is
deemed complete to take action on
the appeal and to respond in writing to the applicant.

An institution must
submit its appeal no later than six
months after the end of the quarter
on which the appealed IRR componant is based. An exception to this
time limit is provided for the
December 31, 1993 component and
March 31, 1994 component, where
the deadline for submission of an
appeal is December 31,1994.

appeal is approved, the IRR
Appeals Committee will notify the
institution and revise its IRR capital
component. If the a peal is denied,
the IRR Appeals e ommittae will
notify the institution that no change
will be made to its lRR component.

If the

Aane;lls.
A committee (hereafter, referred to as the
“IRR Appeals Committee”) established by, and acting under authority delegated by, the OTS Director
will review all appeals. The IRR
Ap eals Committee will review
eat! appeal to determine its comleteness and whether the grounds
Por an appeal exist. The IRR Appeals
Committee will have twenty (20)
calendar days from tie date of
receipt of the appeal to make these
determinations.
The
Committee

During the period in which
ap eal is under consideration by
085, the institution will remain subject to its regulatory ca ital requirement based on the 0 #S-c omputed
IRR component and the institution
must comply with any applicable
PCA sanctions. The only exception
to this rule is when the institution
has received a deferral or waiver of
its IRR component from the OTS
Director.

tution’s estimates of the present
values of those lime items in the
-
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Iastihtions Operating Under SuccessW Aweals
If an appeal is approved, it may be
necessary for the lnstltutlon to file
information
with
$uJ$ei;ma
each quarter to enable 01s to make the appmjxiate
adjustments to the lnstltuhon s IRR
component. ‘lhe IRR Appeals Commlttee will sP~o~;op$~~;t
supplementary
appellant must file. If the appellant
does not file the necessary lnformatkm, OTS may withdraw
its
approval of the appeal.
B. Cetificatlon Process for Highly
C@tallaed Institutions
Certain institutions that are high1
capitalized will be eligible to see E
authorization to calculate their own
IRR component lhis certiflcatlon
process is intended to give qualified
mstitutions a strong incentive to
develop and maintain a high quality
IRR management and measurement
capability.
To be eligible to avail itself of the
certification process, an institution
must (1) have a risk-based capital
ratio of at least 12 rcent after mak; and (2) certify that
it uses an internal interest-rate risk
measurement model that meets the
following criteria. The institution’s
lRR model mush
1.

Calculate the IRR component
and
ca ital
deduction
as
describ d in the IRR rule and in
the Thrift Piicial
Report
(TPR) Instruction Manual Schedule CCR

2.

Calculate Net Portfolio Value
(NPV) in a manner consistent
with the OTS’s definition of
NPV.

3.

Include
assets,

in NPV all existin
lbibibhes,
and
d

balance sheet contracts. Antidpated
future business, other than anticipated roll-over of existln retail
deposits, should be exclud et!
4. Calculate NPV under lnstantaneous, parallel movemenis ln
the term slructure of interest
raz
as described ln the IRR
5.

Reflect observed market interest
rates and prices each quarter.

6.

Use reasonable
assumptions
regarding future interest rates
for accounts having variable or
administered rates.
Use reasonatiib assumptibns tbr
prepayment of assets and attrition (including
ossible early
withdrawal) of lla!ilities.
Account for all other significant
embedded options in assets and
liabilities (e.g., interest rate caps
and floors in adjustable rate
bWrmnents, call features on
debt).
Be used for internal risk management purposes, not ‘ust for
computation of the ris 1,-based
capital ratio.

An authorized

Offtcer of the institution must certify that the butltution’s model complies with the criteria described above and must
request authodaatlon
to use the
institution’s own model to complete
its IRR component. This certification
must be submitted to the IRR
Appeals Committee at the address
noted above. O’IS will determine
within 20 calendar days of receipt of
the certification whether to object to
the institution’s use of its own
model.
If OTS objects to the institution’s use

of its own model, the agency will
notify the institution in writing that

i

explanation of why it has been
denled. If O’E does not object, it
will issue a “no-objection” letter to
the institution. The effect of a noobjection letter will be to permit the
institution to substitute its own IRR
ca ital deduction for the amount
ca Pculated by OTS. (This deduction
is re orted on 111 CCR-330 of
S&e&e CCR of the TFR.)
A no-ob’ectlon letter does not s&ItXiiy0 4 approval or endorsement
of an lnstltution’s internal model or
of its resulk, nor does it eliminate
the requirement that the institution
file Sdredule ChfR of the TPR each
quarter. An institution may rely on
ik no-obection letter unless and
umti’ v? ?fl ~untifbzr.P dr .vivitl~ fbat
~vo~objectlon
letter has been
OTS reserves the right to revise the
criteria for certification of the model
from time to time and to require
institutions wishing to continue to
rely on their own models to certify
that the model in question meets
these revised criteria.
&ormnds/or Rmmtion of a NoObjection Letter
O’IS may revoke a no-objection letter if: 1) there is a significant discrepancy between the 1RR components as calculated by OTS and by
the institution; 2) a determination is
made by either OTS (e.g., as a result
of an examination or other review)
or the Institution (e.g., as a result of
a material change in the way it models IRR) that the institution’s model
does not meet the certification criteria listed above; or 3) the OT5 determines that an institution’s continued use of ik own model is
inconsistent with safe and sound
operation. A no-objection letter will
be automatically revoked if the institution’s RBC ratio, calculated using
the O’IS-calculated capital deduction, falls below 12 percent in any

C. PetiRoning

for a Regulatory

Methodologicel

Change

methodologid
change to the NFV
Model, the institution must submit

sufficient statistical evidence or
msearch findings to demonstrate
that an alternative met+iology
WitI
kdzk?
rghcd:erg;
The Ul’S IRR rule and NPV Model
were develo ed through notice and
comment ru Pemaking and any revisions will be made in the same manner. In the case of a petition fix a

institution should submit a letter to:
Risk Management Division, Office
of Thrift Super&km, 1700 G Street,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20552. The
letter should describe the nature of
methodological
the
proposed

change and why the change would
be azi improve&t.
Any +oposed
reportin changes to Schedule CMR
should a7so be described.
OTS will review the evidence and
findiigs submitted by the institution. If OTS believes the ro osed
methodology has merit, MmaY
issue a proposed amendment to its
capital rule for public comment.

Office of Thrift Supervision
Instructions for Preparing Appeals Submission
for Interest-Rate Risk Capital Component

An institutionthat wishesto appeal its interest-rate risk (IRR) capital component must submit the attached form
and send it and any supporting information to: Interest-Rate Risk Appeals Committee. Corporate Activities
Division, Applications Filing Room, Office of Thrifi Supervision, Washington, D.C. 20552.
The following items In Section I of the attached form must be provided for an appeal to be considered
for review:
. Institution name and docket number.
. Institution address.
n

Name and phone number of contact person at institution.

. The institution’s risk-based capital ratio based on the credit risk component from its most recent
Thrifi Financial Report, with and without IRR component deducted.
n

Date appeal is submitted to OTS.

mThe OTS present value estimates for total assets. total liabilities, and total off-balance sheet items
under three scenarios for changes in interest rates: -200 basis pointsI, no change, and +200
basis points.
. The institution’s present value estimates for total assets, total liabilities. and total off-balance sheet
items under the same three scenarios stipulated in the above paragraph. In calculating these totals,
the institution should replace with its own estimates Q& the particular OTS present value estimates
for the line items being appealed.
n

n

The Net Porlfolio Value of the institution’s porlfolio as estimated by OTS and as estimated by the
institution, using the three interest-rate scenarios.
The change in Net Portfolio Value as estimated by OTS and the inditution for the -200 and +200
basis point scenarios. The change is calculated by subtracting Ihe base case Net Porlfolio Value
from the values in each of the -200 basis point and +200 basis point scenarios.

. The capital component based on the OTS’ estimates and on the institution’s estimates. The capital
component is calculated as one-half of the difference between the institution’s “Measured IRR” and
2 percent, multiplied by the present value of its assets. The “Measured IRR” is defined as the
decline in the institution’s Net Portfolio Value, as a percent of assets, due to a plus or minus 200
basis point shock in market interest rates. whichever results in the lower NPV. If the Measured IRR
is less than 2 percent, the capital component is zero.

1.

When the s-month Treasury rate falls below four percent. the -200 basis point scenario is replaced by one
in which interest rates de&e by an amount equal lo one-half the 3-month Treasury rate.

Office of Thrift Supervision
Instructions for Preparing Appeals Submission
for Interest-Rate

Risk Capital Component

The following information, in Section 2 of the form, must be provided for 2&
Exb’a copies of the page may be attached, if necessary.

line item being appealed.

n

The outstanding principal balance of the line item being appealed. For off-balance sheet items, report the
notional principal amounts. For mortgages serviced for others, report the outstanding balance of mortgages being serviced.

n

The OTS-estimated present value for the liie item in the three relevant interest-rate scenarios.

n

The institution’s own estimates for the line item in the three scenarios.

n

The difference between the OTS’ and the institution’s estimates in each scenario.

The rationale for appealing each line item listed in Section 2 must be included in Section 3. Be sure to
include the name of each line item, as it appears on the OTS Exposure Report. The rationale should
include:
s A discussion of why the institution believes its own estimates of the economic value and rata sensitivity of
the fine kern are more accurate than the OTS estimates.
l

A detailed technical description of the institution’s valuation method, discussing thoroughly all equations
used to project relevant cash flows (including those for prepayment and deposit attrition) and to calculate
discount factors.

a Documentation of the sources of any current market or historical data used.
in Section 4 of the form, an authorized Officer of the institution must certify that the information in the
form is true and correct.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT: The Office of Thrift Supervision will use this information to
assess the merti of a savings association’s appeal of its interest-rate risk component. If the appeal is approved,
the information subsequently provided will be used to maintain the appeal. Collection of this information is
voluntary.

BURDEN ESTIMATE STATEMENT: Public reporting burden forthis collection of information is estimated to
average 90 hours for the initial response and 10 hours for maintaining the appeal, including the time for
reviewing instructions and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding
this burden estimate or any other aspect of the collection of information to Interest-Rate Risk Appeals
Committee, Corporate Activities Division, Applications Filing Room, Office of Thrift Supervision. 1700 G Street,
N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20552 and to the Office of Management and Budget, Papenvork Reduction Project
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Institution Name:

Section 1: Interest-Rate Risk Appeals Submission:

OTS

otal Assets

Estimates

Institution Estimates
Diierence
rot.4

Liabilities

OTS Estimates
institution Estimates

Sheet (OSS)
kwtitution Estimates

(NW

Change in

Institution Estimates

NPV
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Comporlent

Institution Estimate ....... ...... ...... ..............----
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Name:

Institution

DocketNo.

Section 2: Interest-Rate Risk Appeals Submission:
for Quarter Ending

LineItems Being Appealed

Item :

OTS Estimates
Institution Estimates

Item _:

OTS Estimates
lnstilution Estimates

Item :

OTS Estimates
Institution Estimates

Line Items Being Appealed

I.._.

Institution Name:

Docket No.

Section 3: Interest-Rate Risk Ap eals Submission: Rationale for Appealing Line Item
for 4 uarter Ending

Rationale for Appeal of Line Item _:
(Name of Line item from IRR Exposure Report)

-

Docket No.

Institution Name:

Section 4: Interest-Rate Risk Appeals Submission:
Certification by the Authorized Officer
for Quarter Ending _

I do hereby certii’ythat the information in this form is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Signature of Officer Authorized to Sign Report

Date

